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ABSTRACT
We propose a novel antiparticle detector. The gaseous antiparticle spectrometer (GAPS) e†ects particle
identiÐcation through the characteristic X-rays emitted by antiparticles when they form exotic atoms in
gases. GAPS obtains particularly high grasp (e†ective areaÈsolid angle product) at lower particle ener-
gies, where conventional schemes are most limited in their utility. The concept is simple and lightweight,
so it can be readily employed on balloon- and space-based missions. An extremely powerful potential
application of GAPS is a space-based search for the neutralino through the detection of a neutralino
annihilation by-productÈthe antideuteron. Paradoxically, this space-based search for the neutralino is
capable of achieving comparable sensitivity to as yet unrealized third-generation, underground dark
matter experiments. And GAPS can obtain this performance in a very modest satellite experiment.
GAPS can also provide superior performance in searches for primary antiprotons produced via neutral-
ino annihilation and black hole evaporation and in probing subdominant contributions to the anti-
proton Ñux at low energies. In a deep space mission, GAPS will obtain higher sensitivity for a given
weight and power than BGO calorimeters.
Subject headings : atomic processes È cosmic rays È dark matter È techniques : spectroscopic
1. INTRODUCTION
The gaseous antiparticle spectrometer (GAPS) identiÐes
antiparticles through the characteristic X-rays emitted by
antimatter when it forms exotic atoms in gases. GAPS pro-
vides an order of magnitude or more improvement in sensi-
tivity compared to conventional magnetic spectrometers at
substantially lower weight and cost. GAPS is thus ideal for
space-based experiments. In ° 2 of the paper we describe the
scientiÐc opportunities that can be exploited with the
superior sensitivity of GAPS. We particularly focus on a
high-sensitivity, indirect search for the neutralino through
detection of cosmic antideuterons. This approach to neu-
tralino detection can yield sensitivities comparable to or
even exceeding those of as yet unrealized third-generation,
underground dark matter experiments. We also discuss
more prosaic possibilities, such as measurement of the very
low energy antiproton spectrum. We also mention more
exotic possibilities, such as searching for antiprotons from
evaporating black holes and searching for antihelium with
much greater sensitivities than the AMS experiment on the
International Space Station (ISS). In ° 2 we describe the
basic GAPS concept, in ° 3 the atomic physics of exotic
atoms, in ° 4 the detector efficiency, in ° 5 issues of
background rejection, and in ° 6 results of preliminary
simulation.
1.1. Indirect Detection of Dark Matter through
Antideuterons
A major goal of twenty-Ðrst-century physics is to identify
particle dark matter. The best candidate is likely a weakly
interacting massive particle (WIMP; Jungman, Kamionk-
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owski, & Griest 1996) such as those that arise from super-
symmetric extensions of the standard model of particle
physics. Most e†ort has concentrated on the neutralino, the
lightest supersymmetric partner. The neutralino can be
detected by the nuclear recoils it produces through its scalar
and vector couplings to matter. Major direct detection
experiments are underway, but they are extremely difficult
because of the low predicted count rate for the neutralino.
These experiments must be done deep underground to
shield against cosmic rays and, in particular, neutrons pro-
duced in the atmosphere and through muon interactions
(the tertiary neutrons). Tertiary neutrons, as well as those
produced in (a, n)-reactions in the surrounding rock, are
particularly problematic for these direct detection experi-
ments. The experiments cannot distinguish a target atom
recoil due to a neutron from one due to a neutralino. There-
fore, Monte Carlo simulations are required to estimate
neutron contribution to the nuclear recoil. The recent con-
troversy over the possible detection of the neutralino by
DAMA and the contradictory claims of the CDMS experi-
ment hinge on the reliability of the neutron background
estimation (Akerib 2001).5 This situation requires consider-
able caution, and it has been advocated that a reliable neu-
tralino detection may require several experiments operating
with di†erent target nuclei and obtaining consistent neu-
tralino detection rates. Ideally, such experiments would
have di†erent intrinsic background sources. However, all
underground direct detection experiments have neutrons as
the dominant source of uncertainty.
Alternately, many indirect detection schemes have been
proposed for the neutralino (Gondolo 2001).6 These rely on
the fact that the neutralino is a Majorana particle and thus
can annihilate with itself. The resultant heavy quarks and
gauge and Higgs bosons produce hadronic and electromag-
netic showers. This leads to a primary antiproton com-
5 See http ://nu2000.sno.laurentian.ca/D.Akerib.
6 See http ://nu2000.sno.laurentian.ca/P. Gondolo.
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ponent to the cosmic rays. The antiproton component has
been discussed in many papers and searched for in many
experiments. It is difficult to distinguish the primary anti-
proton component from the secondary component pro-
duced in cosmic-ray interactions in the interstellar medium
(° 1.2 below). Both line and continuum c-ray signatures
have been proposed as a means to search for the neutralino
with GL AST . In addition, it has been proposed to search
for the neutrino signature produced when neutralinos anni-
hilate in the gravitational potential well of the Sun (Andre s
et al. 1999).
The promise of indirect detection techniques to search for
the neutralino has changed markedly in the last year. Theo-
retical calculations predict a Ñux of primary antideuterons
in the cosmic rays due to the annihilation of the neutralino
(Donato, Fornengo, & Salati 2000). Like the well-known
primary antiproton signal, the antideuteron signal is pro-
duced when WIMPs annihilate to heavy quarks and gauge
and Higgs bosons that fragment to cosmic-ray antiprotons
and antineutrons. This Ñux is large enough that the GAPS
technique, when employed in a modest space-based experi-
ment, has competitive and possibly superior sensitivity to as
yet unrealized third-generation direct detection experi-
ments. Indeed, the indirect detection of the neutralino via
the antideuteron provides an ideal complementary tech-
nique to the direct detection experiments because its back-
ground source is not neutrons (see below).
Figure 1 shows the projected sensitivity of CDMS II, a
state-of-the-art direct detection experiment, through the
year 2004. Also shown is the projected sensitivity of
GENIUS, a proposed third-generation experiment based
on D1 ton germanium. The third-generation experiments
will improve on the second-generation experiments by
about 3 orders of magnitude. The dots represent the ensem-
ble of SUSY models parameterized by their spin-
independent cross section and neutralino mass. A similar
plot is shown in Figure 2 for a modest MIDEX class satel-
lite experiment (described in more detail in ° 6.1). The sensi-
tivity calculation is all inclusive (including the e†ects of
orbit-varying geomagnetic cuto† and solar modulation).
The sensitivity for this (unoptimized) experiment is much
more than an order of magnitude better than AMS for
detecting the antideuteron. Recently a g[2 experiment has
detected a marginal (2.7 p) discrepancy in the anomalous
magnetic moment for the muon (Brown et al. 2001). If this
discrepancy is due to supersymmetric corrections to loop
diagrams producing the magnetic moment, then the range
of possible SUSY models is severely constrained, as shown
by the green circles in Figures 1 and 2 (Baltz & Gondolo
2001). Unlike the AMS experiment on ISS, the GAPS
experiment on a small satellite can be as sensitive as a third-
generation experiment and will access nearly the entire
allowed SUSY parameter space as restricted by the g[2
results.
The source of background in a primary antideuteron
search is the secondary antideuterons produced in cosmic-
ray interactions. The situation is reminiscent of the primary
antiproton searches, where the background is due to sec-
ondary and tertiary antiprotons (Simon, Molnar, & Roesler
1998 ; & Ullio 1999). However, the situ-Bergstro m, Edsjo ,
ation is much better for a primary antideuteron search. The
secondary antideuterons cut o† at much higher kinetic
FIG. 1.ÈSensitivity of current/planned underground experiments for neutralino detection for various SUSY models & Gondolo 1996 ;(Bergstro m Edsjo
& Gondolo 1997 ; 1997 ; & Gondolo 1998 ; Baltz & 1999 ; Mandic, Baltz, & Gondolo 2001). The green circled SUSY modelsEdsjo Bergstro m, Edsjo , Edsjo
are those allowed if the anomalous muon g[2 result is correct (Baltz & Gondolo 2001).
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FIG. 2.ÈSensitivity of a MIDEX class GAPS implementation for neutralino detection shown with the same set of models as in Fig. 1. The antideuteron
Ñux is obtained by rescaling the solar-modulated antiproton Ñux of et al. (1999) by a factor 10~4 (Donato et al. 2000).Bergstro m
energy than in the case of secondary and tertiary anti-
protons (Fig. 3). If primary antideuterons are searched for at
low enough energies, the probability of contamination by
secondary antideuterons can be made negligible, in contra-
distinction to the primary antiproton case.
The antideuteron search provides a nice complement to
the direct detection experiments seeking the neutralino.
With their very di†erent sources of background, they can
together provide a convincing case for the neutralino detec-
tion. In addition, there are WIMP models in which the
antideuteron signal would be present but a measurable
signal in a direct detection experiment would not be
obtained.
1.2. Spectroscopy of Ultralow Energy Antiprotons
The antiproton spectrum has been the subject of numer-
ous theoretical and observational papers. This is a vast
subject, and we restrict our comments to those areas where
GAPS represents a signiÐcant improvement over current
techniques and where the discovery space is substantial. An
example is the use of GAPS on an interstellar probe to
characterize the ultralow energy antiproton spectrum. At
comparable mass, volume, and power consumption, GAPS
has almost an order of magnitude more grasp (A) product)
than alternatives, can probe to lower antiproton energies,
and can do so with superior discriminatory power against
false detections (° 6.2).
The secondary antiprotons are produced through p
reactions, and the kinematic suppression of] p ] p6 ] X
the secondary antiprotons due to the requirement of three
protons in the Ðnal state, combined with the decreasing
primary proton spectrum, provides a very characteristic
shape for the secondary antiproton spectrum. This has been
probed in many balloon Ñights and will be measured by
AMS on ISS. The very sharp suppression of the secondary
FIG. 3.ÈInterstellar Ñux of secondary antideuterons (heavier solid
curve) decreases at low energy, whereas the energy spectrum of the anti-
deuterons from supersymmetric origin (curves aÈd) tends to Ñatten (from
Donato et al. 2000).
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FIG. 4.ÈCosmic-rayÈinduced interstellar antiproton Ñux
antiproton Ñux at low energies provides an opportunity to
test subdominant contributions to the antiproton Ñux
(Simon et al. 1998 ; et al. 1999 ; Donato et al.Bergstro m
2001). These processes include collisions of primary protons
with heavier nuclei (mainly helium) and energy losses of the
secondary antiprotons during propagation (producing the
tertiary antiprotons component). These separate com-
ponents are shown in Figure 4. The e†ect of these subdomi-
nant components is marked below D150 MeV. But the
ability to probe these components is limited by the e†ects of
solar modulation and the geomagnetic rigidity cuto† inher-
ent in low Earth orbit missions. The modulation prevents
antiprotons with energies of less than order the solar poten-
tial (D500 MeV) from reaching the vicinity of the Earth. In
order to surmount this difficulty, it has been proposed to
send a probe out of the heliosphere (Wells, Moiseev, &
Ormes 1999). In ° 6.2, we show how a 1 yr observation with
GAPS on such a probe can detect secondary and tertiary
antiprotons down to 40 MeV.
Several sources of primary antiprotons could be even
larger than the secondary and tertiary antiproton signal.
Antiprotons are produced in the neutralino annihilation
and dominate over the secondary and tertiary components
below D100 MeV for some SUSY models (Jungman &
Kamionkowski 1994 ; Bottino et al. 1998). The evaporation
of primordial black holes can produce a signal below 100
MeV, which is much larger than either the neutralino-
induced antiproton signal or the secondary or tertiary
signals, yet can still evade detection on either balloon
experiments or AMS, which operates at much higher ener-
gies (MacGibbon & Carr 1991 ; Maki, Mitsui, & Orito
1996).
1.3. Antihelium
The discovery of a single antihelium atom is compelling
evidence for the existence of an antimatter domain in the
universe. Such searches are highly problematic and thus
difficult to motivate. In particular, observational con-
straints require such domains to be large enough that the
antihelium must travel over great distances through the
intergalactic magnetic Ðeld and penetrate into our own
galaxy against the galactic wind. There is substantial uncer-
tainty in the losses that would occur because of these e†ects
(Streitmatter 1996). Moreover, inÑationary cosmologies
may provide additional theoretical biases against the
promise of such searches. Recent attempts to suggest the
possibility of a local source of antihelium that has evaded
previous observational limits seem strained (Belotsky et al.
2000). Nevertheless, the GAPS approach, when implement-
ed as a means to search for the antideuterons, can provide a
2 order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity over AMS
in setting bounds on the ratio.He6 /He
2. THE GAPS CONCEPT
Antimatter spectrometers must identify particle type and
energy. Detection schemes for all proposed and forth-
coming missions can be classiÐed in two categories : mag-
netic spectrometers and calorimeters. Magnetic
spectrometers measure particle rigidity from which momen-
tum and charge-to-mass ratio can be determined. Calorime-
ters identify antiparticles by searching for events with a
total energy deposit equal to twice the rest energy of the
antiparticle, as is obtained from an antiparticle slowed
down in the calorimeter and captured/annihilated by a
nucleus. In both schemes the velocity is measured by the
time-of-Ñight (TOF) method, which is also used to recon-
struct the incident energy.
Magnetic spectrometers have an increasing error in
rigidity/momentum identiÐcation below 200 MeV
nucleon~1 because of multiple scattering, which results in
an inaccurate determination of deÑection angle. Also, the
e†ective solid angle for particle acceptance tends to be small
for a given spectrometer surface area since an incident parti-
cle has to enter the magnetic Ðeld in a certain angular range
for efficient deÑection. Calorimeters also have drawbacks as
antiparticle detectors. For instance, in identifying anti-
protons, the calorimeter searches for events whose energy
deposit is twice the proton rest energy. But normal hadronic
interactions in the calorimeter initiated by protons, the
most common particle incident on the calorimeter, can
produce an energy deposit identical to the antiproton.
Therefore, the TOF must be used to exclude those incoming
protons whose total kinetic energy is The require-2m
p
c2.
ment to use the TOF to reject particle velocities corre-
sponding to this energy, and in the face of enormous proton
Ñuxes, is challenging. Indeed, it requires far better TOF
discrimination than has previously been obtained. More-
over, the calorimeter has the disadvantage that the anti-
proton signature is not uniqueÈit is simply indicative of a
certain energy deposit. Both the magnetic spectrometer and
the calorimeter tend to be heavy for a given grasp, in the
former case because of the magnets and the latter case
because of the need to have a thick enough crystal to com-
pletely contain the antiparticle annihilation c-rays.
A GAPS detector conÐguration consisting of a single
channel (for illustrative purposes) is shown in Figure 5. An
antiparticle that passes through a TOF system (which mea-
sures energy) is slowed down by dE/dx loss in a degrader
block. The thickness of this block is tuned to select the
sensitive energy range of the detector. The antiparticle is
stopped in the gas chamber, forming an exotic atom with
probability of order unity. The exotic atom is in a high
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FIG. 5.ÈOperating principal of the GAPS detector using antiprotons
as an example.
excitation state, which deexcites through a process involv-
ing both autoionizing transitions and radiation-producing
transitions. Through proper selection of the target gas and
its pressure, the absorption of the antiparticle can be tai-
lored to produce three to four well-deÐned X-ray transitions
in the exotic atom decay chain. Promptly after the release of
these X-rays, the antiparticle annihilates in the nucleus,
producing a shower of pions.
The X-rays have energies in the 25-250 keV range, so the
gas and the surrounding gas chamber support structure are
optically thin to them. These X-rays are absorbed in a CZT
or NaI spectrometer that surrounds the gas cell. The coin-
cident signals between the TOF system, the characteristic
decay X-rays, and the energy deposition of the pions
provide a clean, positive conÐrmation of the detection of an
antiparticle. The energy of the X-rays uniquely deÐne the
antiparticle mass.
The above design is only illustrative. A realistic design
(° 6) contains more than 10 gas cells, each surrounded by a
segmented X-ray detector and the entire structure sur-
rounded by the TOF. This conÐguration provides substan-
tial stopping power so that antiparticles can be stopped
over a broad energy band through the narrowband stop-
ping power of each cell. Moreover, this segmented design
allows for optically thin gas cells (so that the ladder X-rays
can reach the X-ray detector), but permits very high pres-
sure in the small individual cells. In this manner, GAPS can
achieve high X-ray detection efficiency along with total
energy bandwidths D0.5 GeV nucleon~1.
This technique of antiparticle identiÐcation and back-
ground rejection provides a number of advantages, particu-
larly for the detection of low-energy (E\ 1 GeV nucleon~1)
antiparticles. These include extremely high grasp, low
weight per grasp, and extremely low probability of false
particle identiÐcation. In addition, there is no inherent
lower limit on the detectable antiparticle energy. Instead, it
is set by the geomagnetic rigidity and the energy losses in
materials (e.g., the TOF) outside the target gas.
The GAPS concept depends on the detection of the deex-
citation X-rays in gas targets. The deÐnitive experiments
were done in noble gases by Bacher et al. (1988). A detailed
understanding of the relevant atomic physics is necessary to
apply these results to the optimization of GAPS. We discuss
the relevant issues in the next section.
3. ATOMIC PROCESSES IN EXOTIC ATOMS
3.1. Fate of a Captured Antiparticle in Exotic Atoms
Once an antiparticle is slowed down to an energy ofX1
order the ionization energy of the atom, the antiparticle is
captured into an exotic atom replacing a bound electron.
The cross section for trapping of is of the order of aX1
molecular cross section (Beck, Wilets, & Alberg1993). The
captured antiparticle is in a highly excited state, n0\(assuming that replaces a K-shell electron),(M*/m
e
)1@2 X1
because of energy conservation (Hayano et al. 1994). For
instance, for an antiproton. M* is the reduced massn0D 40of the system. decays via a radiative transition orX1 -atom X1
an Auger process. A radiative transition emits a photon
from the exotic atom, while the Auger process ionizes a
bound electron. The Auger process sets in when the tran-
sition energy of exceeds the ionization energy of boundX1
electrons. Usually, the Auger process is fast compared to the
radiative transitions. Since larger changes in *n and
*l \ ^1 are preferred for the deexcitation (dipole selection
rule), will drop to the so-called circular state in which theX1
orbital angular momentum takes its largest value by the
transition (n, l) ] (n@\ n [ 1, l@\ n [ 2). Although the
Auger process may lead to other than the circular statesX1
with small branching ratio (Hartmann 1990), will be in aX1
circular state at an early stage in its decaying process.
Decay of circular states proceeds by *n \ [1, *l\ [1
due to the selection rules for ladder transitions. A simpliÐed
version of the decay process is
(1) capture of an antiparticle into an initial bound state
(n0, l0),(2) decay of the antiparticle into a circular state (n, n [ 1),
(3) deexcitation via radiative or Auger ionization of L-
and M-shell electrons,
(4) complete depletion of bound electrons,
(5) radiative decay of the antiparticle with emission of
characteristic X-ray, and
(6) annihilation of the antiparticle in the nucleus with a
pionic shower.
In order to identify an incident antiparticle, we measure
photons from the radiative ladder transitions after all the
bound electrons are ionized. Atomic calculation is simpli-
Ðed for the electron-depleted exotic atoms, since it reduces
to a two-body problem of the antiparticle and the nucleus.
Our concern is concentrated mainly on transition energy,
lifetime of the exotic atom, and quantum number of com-
plete ionization.
3.1.1. L adder Transition Energy
The photon energy in ladder transition n ] n [ 1 is given
by
Eladder(n) \ Z3 2(gM*)
C 1
(n [ 1)2[
1
n2
D
ryd, (1)
where M* is the reduced mass of in units of proton massX1
and The terms z and Z are the charge of them
p
g \ m
p
/m
e
.
incident particle and the absorbing atom, and we deÐne
for convenience. Ladder transition energies areZ3 \ zZ
listed in Tables 1È3.
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TABLE 1
LADDER TRANSITION ENERGIES (keV) FOR THE ANTIPROTON
Transition Z\ 7 Z\ 8 Z\ 10 Z\ 18
2 ] 1 . . . . . . 857.7 1130. 1787. 5927.
3 ] 2 . . . . . . 158.8 209.2 330.9 1097.
4 ] 3 . . . . . . 55.59 73.22 115.8 384.2
5 ] 4 . . . . . . 25.73 33.89 53.60 177.8
6 ] 5 . . . . . . 13.98 18.41 29.12 96.60
7 ] 6 . . . . . . 8.427 11.10 17.56 58.25
8 ] 7 . . . . . . 5.470 7.204 11.40 37.81
9 ] 8 . . . . . . 3.750 4.939 7.813 25.92
NOTE.ÈNumbers in boldface are energies of the candidate
photons observable by GAPS.
3.1.2. L ifetime of an Antiparticle in the Exotic Atom
The transition rate, (s~1), for ladder transition!ladder(n)(n ] n [ 1) is given by
!ladder(n)\
4Eladder(n)3
3+4c3 o Sn [ 1, n [ 2 o r o n, n [ 1T o2
\ 5.9] 1013M*Z3 4n~5 . (2)
Therefore, the transition time is
qladder(n)D 1.6] 10~14M*~1Z3 ~4n5 s. (3)
When replaces an electron in shell 2, and 3X1 Nsh (Nsh\ 1,corresponds to K-, L-, and M-shell, respectively), its initial
bound state is The lifetime is given byn0D Nsh(gM*)1@2. qX1
q
X1
D 10~5Nsh6 M*2Z3 ~4 s. (4)
This is an upper limit to the lifetime that assumes that all
the transitions are via radiative deexcitation. Delay of the
annihilation of antiprotons in helium was observed by
Nakamura et al. (1994), indicating the formation of anti-
protonic helium atoms with lifetime of order 10~6 s.
3.1.3. Principal Quantum Number of Complete Ionization
When the transition energy of becomes larger than theX1
K-shell ionization energy of a bound electron, the Auger
process ionizes a K-shell electron. The quantum number nKwhere electrons are completely depleted is given by
Eladder(nK)\ IK(\Z2 ryd) . (5)
In this case, is independent of Z. The number is D15,nK nK19, and 38 for and respectively. Bacher et al. (1988)p6 , D1 , He6 ,
observed strong suppression of n \ 15, 16 ladder X-rays in
several noble gases illuminated by antiproton beams. All
the transitions from are radiative, and laddern \ nKphotons from lower n (e.g., n \ 4È7 for are observed byp6 )
X-ray detectors.
TABLE 2
LADDER TRANSITION ENERGIES (keV) FOR THE ANTIDEUTERON
Transition Z\ 7 Z\ 8 Z\ 10 Z\ 18
3 ] 2 . . . . . . . . 297.8 395.1 632.0 2143.
4 ] 3 . . . . . . . . 104.2 138.3 221.2 750.1
5 ] 4 . . . . . . . . 48.24 64.01 102.4 347.2
6 ] 5 . . . . . . . . 26.21 34.77 55.61 188.6
7 ] 6 . . . . . . . . 15.80 20.97 33.53 113.7
8 ] 7 . . . . . . . . 10.26 13.61 21.76 73.81
9 ] 8 . . . . . . . . 7.031 9.330 14.92 50.60
10 ] 9 . . . . . . . 5.030 6.673 10.67 36.20
11 ] 10 . . . . . . 3.721 4.938 7.897 26.78
TABLE 3
LADDER TRANSITION ENERGIES (keV) FOR ANTIHELIUM
Transition Z\ 7 Z\ 8 Z\ 10 Z\ 18
6 ] 5 . . . . . . . . 186.4 250.4 408.1 1440.
7 ] 6 . . . . . . . . 112.4 151.0 246.1 868.4
8 ] 7 . . . . . . . . 72.93 97.98 159.7 563.6
9 ] 8 . . . . . . . . 50.00 67.17 109.5 386.4
10 ] 9 . . . . . . . 35.77 48.05 78.32 276.4
11 ] 10 . . . . . . 26.46 35.55 57.95 204.5
12 ] 11 . . . . . . 20.13 27.04 44.07 155.5
13 ] 12 . . . . . . 15.66 21.04 34.30 121.0
14 ] 13 . . . . . . 12.42 16.70 27.22 96.04
15 ] 14 . . . . . . 10.03 13.47 21.96 77.48
16 ] 15 . . . . . . 8.206 11.02 17.97 63.41
3.2. Relevant Atomic Processes and T heir Transition Rates
In order to increase efficiency for detecting high-X1 ,
density targets are desirable for the detection medium. As
the density increases, several atomic processes may interfere
with the identiÐcation of characteristic X-rays from the
ladder transitions. Figure 6 schematically shows the deexci-
tation path of an exotic atom, and Figure 7 presents the
rates of di†erent atomic transitions discussed in the follow-
ing section.
3.2.1. Stark Mixing
A quantum state of becomes degenerate after the fullX1
ionization of bound electrons. Then the electric Ðeld from
an adjacent atom, E \ (e/R3)R, distorts di†erent l quantum
states, inducing *n \ 0 transitions. R is the intermolecular
distance or impact parameter of a passing atom in the gas.
This transition leads to an S-state followed by a nuclearX1
annihilation or to an nS ] 1S radiative transition. The
photon energy from the nS ] 1S radiative transition in
high-Z materials is too high to be measured by a thin X-ray
detector. A measure of the transition width caused by the
energy shift is (Day,*EStark\ Sn, n[ 2 o eE Æ r o n, n[ 1T
FIG. 6.ÈDeexcitation path of a captured antiparticle in an exotic atom
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FIG. 7.ÈCompeting atomic processes in antiprotonic argon atom at
o \ 0.5 g cm~3, T \ 0¡ C, and cm2. All the bound electronsp
r
\ 10~14
are ionized at because of the delay of complete ionization bynK \ 13electron reÐlling. The rate of Auger ionization was calculated by FerrellÏs
formula (Ferrell 1960).
Snow, & Sucher 1959)
uStark(R)D
*EStark
+
\ 2.2] 1013M*~1R~2Z3 ~1n2 . (6)
Stark mixing becomes dominant over the ladder transition
when where (in units of Bohr radius is givenR¹R
n
, R
n
a0)by
uStark(Rn)D !ladder(n) (7)
or
R
n
D 0.6M*~1Z3 ~5@2n7@2 . (8)
can be larger than the intermolecular distance in a solidR
nor a liquid. This leads to suppression of the ladder X-ray
transitions of interest. However, molecules in a gas follow
the Boltzmann distribution and present di†erent impact pa-
rameters to the exotic atom. For this collisional process, the
rate of Stark mixing is given by
!Stark\ Na(nRn2)v . (9)
is the number density of atoms. We represent the veloc-N
aity of atoms v in the gas by their thermal velocity vth\where A is the atomic weight of the gas.(3kT /Am
p
)1@2,
Therefore,
!Stark(n)\ 3.1] 1012M*~2Z3 ~5A~3@2n7oT 1@2 , (10)
where o and T are the density (g cm~3) and temperature (K)
of the gas.
3.2.2. Electron ReÐlling
When an exotic atom is highly ionized, charge transfer
from other neutral atoms can reÐll shells in the exotic atom.
Charge transfer may cause a continual cycle of Auger ion-
ization at rates high enough to suppress the radiative tran-
sitions. The cross section for charge transfer from adjacent
atoms is in the range of cm 2 (Ryufuku,p
r
\ 10~14È10~15
Sasaki, & Watanabe 1980). When is the number densityn
eof electrons and is the cross section of electron reÐl-p
r,~14ling in units of 10~14 cm2, the rate of electron reÐlling is
given by
!refill\ ne pr vth\ 4.7] 1013A~1@2oT 1@2pr,~14 . (11)
Metals are not appropriate target materials because their
fast Fermi velocities (D108 cm s~1) lead to rapid reÐlling
rates.
3.2.3. Nuclear Absorption
The strong nuclear decay rate of the 2P-state in proto-
nium is meV & Klempt 1989), corre-!2P \ 35 (Reifenro thersponding to s~1. Nuclear annihilation for!2P\ 5.3] 1013the 2P-state can be as fast as its radiative deexcitation. The
2 ] 1 ladder transition is also excluded from observable line
candidates since its transition energy is much higher than
the energy band of a moderately thick X-ray detector. The
strong interaction in D-states is negligible &(Reifenro ther
Klempt 1989).
3.3. Y ield of L adder Transitions
The initial capture angular momentum is not welll0understood presently. However, we can assume a statistical
distribution for i.e., a probability for the capture of anl0 ;antiparticle into states is given by An anti-l0 (2l0] 1)/n02.proton captured into is not relevant, since it decaysl0\ 0È5into a low-n circular state that does not give several ladder
transition photons observable by a thin X-ray detector.
However, the probability of capture into such a statelow-l0is less than 10%. Coulomb deexcitation, a process by which
transition energy is transferred to kinetic energy of the
exotic atom and a nearby atom, reduces the yield of ladder
transition photons (Aschenauer et al. 1995). However, the
signiÐcance of the Coulomb deexcitation is still not well
understood and is likely a small e†ect.
In experiments it has been shown that the yield of ladder
transitions is dependent on the gas pressure. The yield of
ladder transitions (n º 7) was measured to be D50% for
relatively low pressure (D10~2 atm) gases forming anti-
protonic atoms (Bacher et al. 1988). On the other hand,
Lyman lines were measured at high gas pressures (¹170
atm) for muonic atoms (Jacot-Guillarmod et al. 1988).
Hereafter, we set the yield of the overall ladder transitions
is the Ðrst circular state of the ladder tran-Y
n1
\ 50% (n1sitions of interest) and lower n ladderY
n
\ 100% (n \ n1 ;transitions). We will investigate the pressure dependence
of the yield of ladder transitions at antiproton beaming
facilities.
3.4. Optimal Gas Element and Density
Atomic calculation sets an upper limit on the acceptable
gas density required to generate the characteristic X-rays
from the ladder transitions. At high density, Stark mixing
and electron reÐlling can suppress the radiative deexcita-
tions. However, Stark mixing does not set in when electrons
are present in the exotic atom, and so the electron reÐlling
can suppress the Stark mixing as well. Therefore, the
optimal situation is for the ladder transition rate to be faster
than the Stark mixing rate by the time electrons no longer
reÐll the exotic atom (more precisely, reÐll the K-shell).
ReÐlling of the L-shell can still be faster than ladder tran-
sitions. However, at n ¹ 7, the Ñuorescence transitions of
L-shell electrons to the K-shell become slower than the
ladder transition in antiprotonic atoms. This condition is
explicitly described as
!ladder(nK) [ max M!Stark, !refillN . (12)
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Therefore,
o(g cm~3)\ min
G
1.9] 101M*3Z3 9A3@2nK~12 T ~1@2 ,
1.3M*Z3 4A1@2nK~5T ~1@2pr,~14~1
H
. (13)
We plot the maximum density for several gases in Figure 8.
Hydrogen and helium are ruled out because of their fast
Stark mixing rate at the gas density desirable for stopping
antiparticles. On the other hand, Kr and Xe are not optimal
because of high photoabsorption of ladder X-rays observ-
able with X-ray detectors. Therefore, we limit our choice of
the gas to Ne, and Ar. Gas selection will be dis-N2, O2,cussed further in the following sections.
4. DETECTION EFFICIENCY
We assume a cubic detector for a preliminary calculation
of detection efficiency. A detailed description of the detector
design will be found in ° 5. Hereafter, we denote the kinetic
energy of an incident particle as its incident direction asE
X1
,
and an incident point on the detector surface S asnü \ (h, /),
r \ (x, y, z). The total detection efficiency is the product of
the efficiency of forming an exotic atom in the gas and(vcap)detecting ladder X-rays (vc) :
vtot(EX1 , nü , r)\ vcap vc . (14)
The term is decoupled from since it depends only onvc vcapthe photon energies and the point C at which is captured.X1
E†ective grasp (m2 sr) is given byA)(E
X1
)
A)(E
X1
)\
P
d)
P
dS vtot(EX1 , nü , r) . (15)
We deÐne an energy band by integrating overA)(E
X1
)
energy and dividing by the peak A)(E
X1
).
4.1. Efficiency of Forming an Exotic Atom
The quantum efficiency of forming an exotic atom in the
gas is given as
vcap\ vcap(EX1 , nü , r)\ Pcap(1[ Pann)vrig . (16)
A capture point C is uniquely determined for a given set of
parameters is deÐned as the probability of(E
X1
, nü , r). Pcapcapturing antiparticles in the gas obtained by subtracting
the capture fraction in the X-ray detector. Since the cross
section of the antiparticle capture is rather insensitive to Z
(Cohen 2000), we simply assume that is the ratio of thePcapgas column density to the total column density in the detec-
tor. is a probability of the direct annihilation with thePannnucleus (° 4.1.2). The term represents the e†ect of thevriggeomagnetic rigidity cuto† (° 4.1.3).
4.1.1. Stopping Power and Range of Antiparticles
We adopt data for stopping power and range from the
NIST PSTAR database (Berger, Coursey, & Zucker 1999).
Data from PSTAR are applicable to antiprotons in the so-
called Bethe-Bloch regime MeV). For and(E
p
[ 10 D1 He6 ,
we used a well-known scaling law (Leo & Haase 1994).
At low energy MeV), there are several minor(E
p6
\ 10
e†ects that can cause ranges for antiprotons to deviate from
the proton data. The di†erence in the sign of charge a†ects
the stopping power below 1 MeV (Barkas, Dyer, &
Heckman1963). The stopping power for antiprotons
becomes roughly twice as large as protons at the Bloch
peak (D1 MeV; Adamo et al. 1993). The estimated devi-
ation in range is about 1% for MeV. Multiple scat-E
p6
\ 10
tering by atomic electrons modiÐes the direction of incident
particles (signiÐcant at MeV). Hence, e†ective rangeE
p6
\ 1
will be shorter than the mean range assuming a straight-line
projectile. Because of its heavy mass compared to an elec-
tron, the estimated error is less than 1% for a 10 MeV
antiproton (Berger et al. 1999). The statistical distribution
in range, so-called range straggling, must be taken into
account. A parameter where is the meani \*1 /Wmax, *1energy loss and is the maximum energy transfer in aWmaxsingle collision, is much larger than 1 for the typical detec-
tor conÐguration. This implies that the range straggling is
well described by a Gaussian distribution in the thick
absorber approximation (Leo & Haase 1994) :
f (x, *) \ exp
C[(*[ *1 )2
2p2
D
, (17)
where
p2\ 0.1569 Z
A
ox (MeV2) . (18)
The term x is the distance over which a particle propagates
in a material with density o. For a material with thickness 1
FIG. 8.ÈMaximum gas density (g cm~3) for antiprotons (left panel) and antihelium (right panel). The temperature is T \ 0¡C for illustrativeomaxpurposes.
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g cm~2 and 50 MeV antiprotons, the estimated error is less
than 1%.
4.1.2. Probability of the Direct Annihilation with the NucleusX1
Cross sections for direct annihilation of antiprotons have
recently been studied. The lowest energy experiment was
done at MeV by the OBELIX collaborationE
p6
\ 1È20
(Bertin et al. 1996). Another experiment by et al.Bru ckner
(1990) provided data at MeV. Although a 1/vE
p6
\ 20È200
law is valid at high energies, this is modiÐed by Coulomb
attraction between the antiparticle and the nucleus at low
energy. A general form for the annihilation cross section is
(Kurki-Suonio & Sihvola 2000)
pann\ p0C(v*, Z3 )/v* , (19)
where
C(v*, Z3 )\ 2nZ3 ac/v*
1 [ exp ([2nZ3 ac/v*) . (20)
The term v* is the velocity of an incident particle in the
center of mass frame. We Ðtted the above formula to the
experimental data, obtaining mbarn. The prob-p0\ 12.7ability of direct annihilation when is decelerated fromX1
to is given byE
X1
\ E0 E1
Pann\ 1 [ e~qann , (21)
qann\
P
E0
E1
N
a
pann(E)
AdE
dx
B~1
dE . (22)
Since the stopping power is almost independent of the
material type, is insensitive to the atomic number Z.qannLoss of antiparticles by direct annihilation is 5%È10% in
the typical conÐguration of GAPS.
4.1.3. Geomagnetic Rigidity
The efficiency of particle detection depends on the orien-
tation of the detector and particles with respect to the geo-
magnetic Ðeld. The minimum rigidity at some geomagnetic
latitude and geocentric radius R is given by.
Rmin\
k
^
R2
cos4 .
[(1] cos hcos3 .)1@2] 1]2 , (23)
where is the EarthÏs dipole moment andk
^
k
^
/R2^ \ 60
GV (Zombeck 1982 ; Donato et al. 2000). The term h is the
angle between the direction of arrival of the particle and the
tangent to the circle of latitude. For a given orbit, we com-
puted as a fraction of the observation time invrig(EX1 , )det)which a particle of kinetic energy less than can reach theE
X1detector within its viewing angle For instance,)det.assuming the detector sees the entire sky, GeVvrig(ED1 \ 1nucleon~1)\ 0.2 on the ISS orbit (52¡ north), while it is
increased to 0.4 at 70¡ north, where a high-latitude space
mission is possible.
4.2. Quantum Efficiency of Photon Detection
The quantum efficiency for detecting exotic atom
photons with energy at a point C is given byc
i
Eci
vc(C)\ <
i
vci(Eci, C) , (24)
vci(Eci, C)\ Yni e~qcvdet(Eci) . (25)
is the yield of ladder transition is theY
ni
n
i
] n
i
[ 1 ; qcioptical depth of a photon in the gas and the pressurec
i
vessel ; and is the quantum efficiency of the photonvdet(Eci)detector.
We adopt data for photo attenuation lengths (g~1 cm2)
from the NIST database (Hubbell & Seltzer 1997). We
simply assume the attenuation of photons in the photon
detector is We take angle-averaged values forvdet(Eci). vcisince the direction in which a photon is emitted from the
exotic atom is random.
5. DETECTOR DESIGN
The e†ective grasp and the bandwidth depend mainly (or
only) on the target gas column density. High column
density provides a larger acceptance. On the other hand, the
gas column density is limited by the photoattenuation. In
order to overcome this intrinsic difficulty, we have designed
a cubic detector of dimension L (m) segmented into numer-
ous cells. A cell of size l (m) consists of gas surrounded by a
X-ray detector (Fig. 9). While the overall gas column density
is large, photons emitted from an exotic atom travel only
short distance to reach the X-ray detectors surrounding the
cell.
A gas column density of 1 g cm~2 is selected so that the
observable X-rays do not undergo serious photoabsorption
or Compton scattering in the gas. We need to sustain a gas
pressure as high as D50 atm in the gas chamber. By use of
low-Z high-strength material (e.g., carbon Ðber, reinforced
plastic), photoattenuation in the pressure vessel wall is neg-
ligible. On the other hand, optimization of the thickness of
the X-ray detectors is more complicated. The X-ray detector
must be thick enough to absorb the ladder X-rays but thin
enough to result in negligible absorption of antiparticles.
Compromise between these two factors results in the X-ray
detector column density about 1 g cm~2. Outside the X-ray
detector lattice, we locate two plastic scintillators of the
total thickness 1 cm separated by 25 cm for the velocity
measurement with a time resolution D50 ks.
5.1. Energy Band
The outermost X-ray detector and the plastic scintillators
are sufficiently thin for 50 MeV nucleon~1 antiparticles to
penetrate. With degraders for slowing down high-energy
particles, we can have at most Ðve energy channels corre-
sponding to each surface of the cubic detector except the
bottom. While the column density of the gas and the X-ray
detector of a cell is Ðxed to D1 g cm~2, the size of the cells
as well as the gas density is determined for di†erent conÐgu-
rations by taking into account other constraints, such as the
maximum weight (or size) allowed for a given mission. The
typical value for the total column density is 5È10 g cm~2,
corresponding to a bandwidth of 50È70 MeV nucleon~1 in
each channel.
5.2. Background
Detection of antiparticles requires extremely reliable
identiÐcation in the presence of enormous particle back-
grounds. The antiproton Ñux is D105 times lower than the
proton Ñux, while D1 antideuteron might be observed for
every D109 protons and D105 deuterons. There are several
kinds of ““ background.ÏÏ For instance, a cosmic-rayÈpro-
duced antideuteron can be mistaken for a neutralino-pro-
duced antideuteron. This is not really a misidentiÐcation of
the antiparticle but rather its production mechanism. The
backgrounds in this section are those that cause an anti-
particle to be misidentiÐed as another particle or anti-
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FIG. 9.ÈSchematic view of the detector consisting of numerous cubic cells. Each cell is a gas chamber surrounded by a pressure vessel and X-ray
detectors.
particle. This background is a set of X-rays whose energies
exactly mimic the antiparticle ladder X-rays and that occur
in a time window when a candidate event has triggered the
TOF. For instance, a proton may produce a TOF signal in
the energy band of interest while activation of the detector
volume by cosmic rays leads to the emission of three or
more X-rays or even b-particles mimicking the X-rays of
protonium during the time the TOF trigger occurs. This
would lead to the misidentiÐcation of the proton as an
antiproton. Similar considerations apply to the anti-
deuteron. The background X-rays can also be produced by
hadronic or pionic interactions leading to radiation, such as
bremsstrahlung, or even a direct ionization energy deposit
of the same magnitude as that produced by a ladder X-ray
transition.
The proper consideration of background is complicated
and the subject of ongoing study. We mention only some of
the key issues here. GAPS should ideally operate at high
latitudes to enhance the Ñux of antiparticles. But that also
means very high proton Ñuxes. The c-ray and b-particle
background from spallation and activation by cosmic rays
must be estimated. In addition, the pionic showers pro-
duced during annihilation of an antiparticle are a source of
secondary X-rays, which can confuse the identiÐcation of
one antiparticle for another or serve as a source of back-
ground, leading to a misidentiÐcation of a particle in an
adjacent detection cell. Much more work is required to
understand the sources of background and their exact
impact. However, we have attempted to estimate the back-
ground for the most aggressive use of GAPS: an anti-
deuteron experiment in a highly inclined orbit (° 6.1). We
used data from the balloon experiment GRATIS (Keck et
al. 2001) to scale to the satellite experiment using pro-
cedures well described in the literature (Harrison et al.
2001). The typical background for this orbit of D10 counts
cm~2 s~1 in the relevant energy band of the ladder tran-
sitions is almost 2 orders of magnitude higher than in an
experiment at the midlatitudes because of e†ects of
increased particle Ñux on activation, spallation, and second-
ary c-ray background in the payload. This background esti-
mation indeed includes all the potential sources because it is
based on measured X-ray background in previous space
and balloon experiments. We have extrapolated back-
ground rates at higher latitude orbit by estimating increase
of cosmic-ray rate based on geomagnetic rigidity, which is
found in ° 4.1.3. For the energy resolution of the CZT and a
10 ks time resolution, the probability of detecting three
photons in the right energy and time window to mimic an
antiproton for the D 1 m2 area of the design below is
D8 ] 10~9. This is sufficient to ensure negligible misidenti-
Ðcation of protons as antiprotons.
The same calculation can be done for antideuterons.
Here, there is a signiÐcant e†ect since protons, which are the
dominant source of misidentiÐcations, can be rejected with
modest efficiency by the TOF because their energy deposit
di†ers from that of an antideuteron. This is sufficient to
reach the D10~12È10~14 rate of accidental misidentiÐca-
tion per proton, which is required. Other sources of back-
ground leading to misidentiÐcations are less important than
those considered here. We have probably underestimated
the true rejection power. Much of the background that we
considered is generated when activation c-rays of higher
energy than the ladder transition X-rays Compton scatter
in a detection cell, leading to a partial energy deposit mim-
icking a ladder transition X-ray. The scattered c-ray will be
absorbed in another cell, allowing a possibility of using
other detection cells as part of a veto system for such events.
Pionic X-rays are also produced in the nuclear annihilation
and when used in coincidence with ladder X-rays can
provide additional discriminatory capability. We have not
yet investigated their potential.
We should also note that GAPS has no problem dis-
tinguishing antiprotons from antideuterons because the
ladder transition X-rays are uniquely identiÐed in the two
cases. This scheme is dramatically di†erent than the
approach of Wells et al. (1999). It does not require any
calorimetric signature for identiÐcation. The fact that the
relevant X-ray signature is ““ constrained ÏÏ in one detection
cell provides additional Ñexibility for rejecting background
that needs to be investigated.
We primarily envision GAPS being employed with high
energy resolution CZT detectors. However, alkali halide
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scintillator crystals such as NaI(Tl) provide a simpler and
cheaper alternative X-ray detector. The background rejec-
tion capability of NaI(Tl) is comparable or even somewhat
better than CZT. The poorer energy resolution is more than
o†set by the superior temporal resolution compared to
CZT. If NaI is used, the energy resolution is sufficient so
that the antiproton and antideuteron can be resolved
cleanly through the comparison of the highest energy of the
three ladder X-rays of interest in each case (refer to Tables 1
and 2). The two lowest energy X-rays from the antiprotonic
and antideuteronic atoms cannot be resolved from each
other in NaI. The preference for CZT is primarily based on
the belief (to be studied) that it will be easier to implement
the highly segmented readout system and multicell detec-
tion geometry. In addition, the accuracy to which the three
to four ladder X-rays can be measured in CZT provides
a very powerful positive conÐrmation of the presence of
antimatter.
6. POTENTIAL APPLICATION OF THE GAPS DETECTOR
We discuss a few potential applications of GAPS based
on model calculation of instrument performance.
6.1. Antideuteron
As discussed in ° 1.1, a sensitivity D10~9 m~2 sr~1
GeV~1 s~1 is required below 1 GeV nucleon~1. A multi-
year space mission is required to achieve such sensitivities.
We have simulated a high inclination (70¡ north) mission.
The high-latitude mission (HLM) is advantageous in
reducing the geomagnetic rigidity cuto†. Assuming nitrogen
gas and 27 GAPS cells of size l\ 160 cm surrounded by
pixilated CZT detectors, we achieve a peak grasp of 9.0 m2
sr for antideuterium over an energy band of 0.1È0.4 GeV
nucleon~1 with the detector size of L \ 5 m and a total
mass of less than 10,000 pounds (Table 4). This results in the
sensitivity 2.6 ] 10~9 m~2 sr~1 GeV~1 s~1 in 3 yr, 20 times
better than AMS (Table 5). A model calculation of the e†ec-
tive grasp for the proposed experiment is in Figure 10. In
addition to superior sensitivity to AMS, we also note that
the cost of a GAPS instrument with 20 times the sensitivity
of AMS is about an order of magnitude less. The type of
mission described here could readily be executed as a
modestly sized NASA MIDEX class mission.
6.2. Antiproton
The recent BESS measurements detected only a few anti-
protons below 200 MeV, with resultant large error bars. To
TABLE 4
CONFIGURATION OF THE HIGH-LATITUDE MISSION FOR
DETECTION OF THE ANTIDEUTERON AND ANTIHELIUM
Parameter Value
Latitude . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70¡ north
Total size L (m) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Weight (ton) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ¹5
Overall column density (g cm~2) . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Number of cells . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
Gas element . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nitrogen
Peak e†ective grasp (m2 sr) for D1 (He6 ) . . . . . . 9.0 (11.1)
Energy band (GeV nucleon~1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1È0.4
NOTES.ÈThe peak e†ective grasps are for the lowest
energy channel. Bandpasses of other channels are shifted to
high energy by the degrader.
TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF THE SENSITIVITY OF PRIMARY ANTIDEUTERON DETECTION
ID1 Energy Band
Observation (m~2 sr~1 GeV~1 s~1) (GeV nucleon~1)
GAPS on HLM . . . . . . 2.6] 10~9 0.1È0.4
AMS on ISSa . . . . . . . . . 4.8] 10~8 0.1È2.7
NOTE.ÈObservation time is 3 yr.
a Solar minimum. It is 3.2 ] 10~8 at solar maximum.
detect a statistically signiÐcant number of antiprotons in
several low-energy bands at GeV requires a sensi-E
p6
\ 0.5
tivity of D10~3 m~2 sr~1 GeV~1 s~1. We simulated a
balloon-borne experiment performed at high latitude where
the rigidity cuto† is less than 0.5 GeV. The detector size is
L \ 2 m, and the overall detector column density is 9 g
cm~2. It consists of 5 ] 5 ] 5 \ 125 cubic cells of size
l \ 40 cm. The estimated total weight of the detector is less
than 4000 pounds. Neon gas is chosen since three ladder
X-rays (29.12, 53.60, and 115.8 keV) are observable by a 1 g
cm~2 thick NaI detector (preferred over CZT on a balloon
experiment because it is cheaper). The e†ective grasp is 2.4
m2 sr with a bandwidth D70 MeV for each energy channel.
This is 4È8 times larger than the geometrical grasp of the
AMS and BESS experiments, respectively. Acceptance for
each energy channel is 1.4] 104 m2 sr GeV s for a 1 day
observation time. In several balloon Ñights over the 11 yr
solar cycle, one could study the e†ect of solar modulation or
any excess from the predicted secondary Ñux at Ðve di†erent
energy bands over MeV.E
p6
\ 120È400
The most e†ective means of probing exotic sources of
antiprotons, such as the evaporation of primordial black
holes (MacGibbon & Carr 1991 ; Maki et al. 1996) or the
annihilation of neutralinos (Jungman & Kamionkowski
1994 ; Bottino et al. 1998), is to send an instrument into deep
space beyond the heliosphere. An instrument in deep space
is far removed from solar modulation e†ects and geomag-
netic rigidity cuto† inherent in low Earth orbit missions.
This permits investigation of low-energy antiprotons, espe-
cially at MeV. We have designed a detector withE
p6
\ 100
two energy channels. A measurement in the lower energy
FIG. 10.ÈE†ective grasp (m2 sr) for the detection of the antideuteron.
The detector conÐgurations for high-latitude mission are presented in
Table 5. This is for the lowest energy channel. The sharp cuto† at low
energy is due to the particle degradation by the outermost CZT detector
and the plastic scintillators.
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TABLE 6
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF ANTIPROTONS MEASURED BY 1 YEAR
INTERPLANETARY PROBE
Source 40È60 MeV 100È120 MeV
Secondary (no p-p) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 30
Neutralino annihilation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 100
Primordial black hole evaporation . . . . . . 280 400
NOTE.ÈThe e†ective grasp is 65 cm2 sr for each channel.
band 40È60 MeV, where the Ñux due to p-p interactions is
negligible, is to obtain a clean signature of the p]He and
tertiary antiprotons or these in combination with a possible
neutralino signature and/or primordial black hole signa-
ture. The second channel at 100È120 MeV anchors the anti-
proton Ñux and spectral shape to higher energy
observations.
The detector is a cubic cell of size L \ 6 cm comparable
with a recently proposed BGO detector by Wells et al.
(1999). Argon gas is mandatory from the constraint on the
gas density discussed in ° 3.4. All six surfaces of the cube see
the whole sky, and they are divided into two energy chan-
nels by properly mounting degraders. The e†ective grasp is
65 cm2 sr for each channel, 6 times larger than the geometri-
cal grasp of the BGO detector, while the estimated weight of
the detector is a few kilograms, less than the BGO detector.
In addition, the background rejection power of GAPS is far
better. In Table 6, we estimate the overall counts from the
intensities for interstellar antiprotons. GAPS is able to con-
strain a source of antiprotons by a 1 yr observation.
6.3. Antihelium
Previous measurements set an upper limit on the ratio
of 10~6 (Saeki et al. 1998 ; Battiston 1998b). TheHe6 /He
AMS/ISS experiment will be able to set upper limits of
of 10~9 with 95% conÐdence (Battiston 1998a). InHe6 /He
Figure 11, we present the sensitivities of detection forHe6
our satellite-based antideuteron search. We obtained a
sensitivity of D1.5] 10~9 m~2 sr~1 GeV~1 s~1. This
translates to a of D3.8] 10~11 with 95% con-He6 /He
Ðdence, assuming the He Ñux in the GAPS energy band is
1.6] 102 m~2 sr~1 (GeV nucleon~1)~1 s~1. Our limit is
D100 times better than the AMS/ISS mission. Our
increased sensitivity to the ratio is partly due toHe6 /He
operating at lower energies where the He Ñux is more
copious and partly due to greatly increased grasp over
AMS. There are (potential) complications in interpreting
FIG. 11.ÈComparison of the upper limits of the ratio He6 /He
the ““ real ÏÏ improvement in sensitivity versus AMS because
the leakage of into our galaxy is energy dependentHe6
because of galactic wind and magnetic Ðeld e†ects
(Streitmatter 1996). However, given the uncertainties in the
theory, it is not meaningful at this time to try to correct for
such e†ects.
7. SUMMARY
We have presented a novel scheme for detecting anti-
matter that has high sensitivity, especially at lower energies
where conventional techniques are inefficient. It also pro-
vides an unambiguous signal for the presence of antimatter.
Current e†ort will focus on development of more accurate
models of background in the GAPS detector and develop-
ment of e†ective strategies for using the available informa-
tion from the detector matrix to reject this background.
Ultimately a prototype will be built and tested.
We are grateful to Jaesub Hong and Jason Koglin for
stimulating discussions and useful comments. This work
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